米 国 ＳＡＥブレーキコロキアム２０１６ Best Paper Award 受 賞
2016 年 9 月、米国アリゾナ州スコッツデールで開催された第 34 回 SAE ブレーキコロキアムにおいて、下記発
表を行ない、Best Paper Award を受賞致しました。本年 9 月に、米国フロリダ州オーランドで開催される第 35 回
SAE ブレーキコロキアムにて表彰されます。
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３．講演要旨
Brake judder is one of the most serious problems in automotive-brake systems. It is basically a forced
vibration caused by the friction-surface geometry of a brake disc, and therefore, disc rotors play a
significant role in judder. There are two types of judder: cold and hot. Hot judder is caused by the
thermo-mechanical deformation of a brake disc due to high-speed braking. There are several shapes of
deformation, e.g., coning and circumferential waviness. Circumferential waviness is caused by
thermo-mechanical buckling and typically found as a butterfly shape in a 2nd rotational-order and
hot-spotting. In a previous paper, two groups of disc castings with different material homogeneity were
machined intentionally to have two kinds of dimensional variations. From repetitive high-speed braking
tests of these discs, both the material and dimensional homogeneity were found to affect the wave-like
deformation of discs in the 1st and 2nd rotational-orders with different significance between the two
casting groups. There are many mechanisms affecting disc geometry during braking. Plastic deformation
and wear cause permanent effects, while thermal expansion and elastic deformation are reversible. A disc’s
initial shape before braking affects its geometry both transiently and permanently. Considering these effects,
the previous test results were reanalyzed in the present paper. Some discs exhibited large transient runout
and DTV but small permanent DTV, while others behaved differently. The thermal deformation and
differential wear were confirmed to interactively affect the transient and permanent geometry of operating
brake discs.
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